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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel task of Manipula-
tion Question Answering (MQA), a class of Question Answering
(QA) task, where the robot is required to find the answer to
the question by actively interacting with the environment via
manipulation. Considering the tabletop scenario, a heatmap of
the scene is generated to facilitate the robot to have a semantic
understanding of the scene and an imitation learning approach
with semantic understanding metric is proposed to generate
manipulation actions which guide the manipulator to explore
the tabletop to find the answer to the question. Besides, a
novel dataset which contains a variety of tabletop scenarios and
corresponding question-answer pairs is established. Extensive
experiments have been conducted to validate the effectiveness
of the proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
People have long anticipated that one day human can
directly communicate with an intelligent robot with natural
language and the robot can actively interact with the real
environment to respond. Imagine you are on your way home
and realize your key is nowhere to be found. You wonder
whether you have left your key on the office desk. You
immediately contact your assistant robot in the office and
ask “Is there a key on the table?” Having the question
well understood, the robot starts to search the desktop for
the key. As the key may not be directly visible, the robot
needs to strategically generate a sequence of manipulation
actions to actively interact with the environment in order to
find the answer. For example, the robot needs to iteratively
check possible objects that could occlude the key. The robot
terminates searching when the key is finally found under the
book and replies you the answer “Yes.” (see Fig. 1)
Recently, the task of question answering (QA) has attracted
increasing attention from many researchers worldwide. In
this paper, we propose a novel task of Manipulation Question
Answering (MQA), a class of Question Answering (QA) task,
where the robot is required to find the answer by actively
interacting with the environment via manipulation. In the
big family of QA research, the popular QA chatbot tries to
communicate with human by scraping the Internet or database
to get the answer to the question [1]. In the Visual Question
Answering (VQA) task [2], the robot is required to have the
ability to reason about the visual content in order to answer a
question about the given visual input. However, it only tries
to answer the question passively from the visual input and
the robot’s ability to move in the environment is ignored.
Recently, the Embodied Question Answering (EQA) [3] and
Interactive Question Answering (IQA) [4] are introduced to
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Fig. 1: Given a question, the manipulator generates a series
of actions to manipulate the object on the tabletop to find the
answer. It can be seen that the key is not directly visible in
the initial scene. So the manipulator needs to check possible
objects that may occlude the key. It first suctions away the
notebook and finds nothing under it. And then it pushes the
book to the side and the key is found.
allow the mobile robot to actively navigate the environment
until the answer to the question is found. Additionally, in
[4], the robot is also able to apply some interactive actions
based on the object’s affordance, such as opening the door
of a microwave.
Different from the above research, the proposed Manip-
ulation Question Answer (MQA) task poses several new
challenges: 1) the robot is capable of manipulating objects
in the environment to find the answer, instead of merely
referencing the static environment. 2) Furthermore, when
actively changing the environment, the robot has to come
up with the most reasonable actions to interact with the
environment so as to find the answer efficiently. Similar to
the human ability of leveraging commonsense for reasoning,
the robot is also expected to learn knowledge, such that it
is more likely that the key is covered by a book rather than
an apple. 3) A new set of metrics is required to evaluate the
trained robot as currently available research lacks quantitative
accuracy metrics and benchmarks. Besides, no suitable dataset
exists for our MQA task.
In response to these challenges, the contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:
• We formulate a novel Manipulation Question and An-
swering (MQA) problem and a solution framework is
built to solve it.
• We design an imitation learning method with semantic
understanding metric to generate manipulation actions
for the MQA task.
• We build a novel MQA dataset with tabletop scenarios
and question-answer pairs. A corresponding benchmark
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TABLE I: Comparison among VQA, EQA, IQA and MQA.
VQA[2][8] EQA[3] IQA[4] MQA (Ours)
Understanding X X X X
Exploration - X X X
Interaction - - X X
Manipulation - - - X
is also established.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The related
work is introduced in Section II. Section III and Section
IV include the establishment of the MQA dataset and its
analysis. The proposed MQA model is presented in Section
V. Experimental results and analysis are demonstrated in
Section VI. Finally, we come to the conclusion of the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Comparison of Different QA Tasks
The integration of vision and language has become an
emerging topic in the area of human-robot interaction.
One of the representative tasks amongst it is the Visual
Question Answering (VQA) task [2][5][6][7], where the
robot is able to provide an answer to a natural language
question about the given visual input. It requires the robot to
understand the semantic information in the image and find
the associations between the vision and language information,
thus to implement the visual reasoning and answer the given
natural language question. As a step forward to realize the
natural human-robot interaction, a much more challenging
task, Visual Dialog, is proposed, where the robot needs to
answer a coherent series of questions to the visual content
[8][9]. However, in either the VQA or the Visual Dialog
task, the given image and video are fixed, the robot has to
passively receive and reason about the visual content, never
actively perceiving the environment.
Next emerges a body of work on Embodied Question
Answering (EQA), where the mobile robot is able to actively
explore the environment to find the answer to the question
[3][4][10]. In real environment, the perception should never
be passive but an active process [11][12]. In EQA task, the
robot needs to understand the acquired visual information and
perform a series of actions accordingly to actively explore
the environment to answer the question. Additionally, under
the large scope of EQA, Gordon et al. propose Interactive
Question Answering (IQA) task [4], which points out that
besides merely navigate the environment, the robot should
also be able to execute some interactive actions based on
the object’s affordance, such as opening the door of the
refrigerator to better find the answer to the question.
However, in some situations, a target object may be
occluded by other objects, which results in an even higher
requirement on the robotic manipulation ability. Therefore, we
propose the Manipulation Question and Answering (MQA)
task, where the robot can manipulate objects to find the
answer. A comprehensive comparison of VQA, EQA, IQA
and the proposed MQA tasks is illustrated in TABLE I.
B. Robotic Manipulation in Clutter
Although the task of robotic manipulation in a cluttered en-
vironment has been investigated for decades [13][14][15][16],
most work tries to find proper grasping locations to grasp an
object from clutter without any cognitive purposes. In [14], an
affordance map is employed to generate pixel-wise grasping
point by analyzing the whole cluttered scene. Additionally,
action primitives such as push and pick are cooperated to solve
the problem of grasping an occluded object from a clutter [17].
In [18], a mechanical search policy is proposed to retrieve
occluded target objects from cluttered bins using parallel
grasping, suction grasping and pushing action primitives.
All of the work above focuses on techniques to implement
robotic manipulation task but not their application for specific
practical objectives.
In the proposed MQA task, we consider the cognitive
purposes in a human-robot interaction scenario. When the
robot is asked “Is there a key on the table?”, the robot needs
to understand the question first and then actively explore the
environment to find the answer. Inspired by human behaviors
[19], the robot should be cognizant of the key’s most likely
location and optimize the sequence of actions to explore the
environment.
III. MQA DATASET
We create an MQA dataset which contains a variety of
tabletop scenarios and corresponding question-answer pairs.
The established MQA dataset is designed with the explicit
goal of training a robotic manipulator to actively explore the
desktop by manipulation to find the answer to the question.
A. Simulation Environment
In the MQA task, the robotic manipulator needs to
actively manipulate objects on the tabletop to answer the
question. Real robotic experiments are usually subjected to
restricted experimental environment and thus not scalable.
Additionally, it is very costly and unsafe to train learning
algorithms that requires thousands of iterations with real
robot. Therefore, we resort to the V-REP robotic simulator
[20], which provides satisfying realistic visual renderings
and accurate physics engine to generate the large-scale MQA
dataset. The established MQA dataset is composed of 600
initial scenes and 12000 different scenes with 12000 question-
answer pairs in total.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the experimental setup in the V-REP
robotic simulator. Selected objects are placed on the tabletop,
and a UR5 robotic manipulator with a suction cup is placed
in front of the table for manipulation. Images are captured
with a KinectOne camera, which is fixed on the top of the
table.
B. Question-Answer Generation
1) Objects: We select 20 classes of common objects that
are usually placed on the table, and 1-5 different instances
are included for each class. There are altogether 82 different
instances in the dataset. It is noted that all of the objects can
be manipulated by the robotic manipulator. These objects are
Fig. 2: Experimental setup in the V-REP robotic simulator.
divided into three groups. Specifically, Group I contains 4
classes of relatively small objects (key, coin, scissors, pen)
and Group II contains 6 classes of relatively large objects
(book, keyboard, laptop, calculator, milk, box). We assume
that objects in Group I are often occluded by objects in Group
II in this dataset. Other 10 classes of objects are assigned
to Group III (mouse, bottle, cup, can, apple, pear, cube, cell
phone, banana, tissue roll). A more detailed illustration of the
classification of the objects can be seen in Fig. 3. It should be
noted that Fig. 3 only shows one example out of each object
class, and there are far more objects used in our experiments.
Fig. 3: Objects used in MQA.
2) Question-Answer Generation: Questions asked in MQA
task are designed considering a cluttered tabletop with a lot of
objects placed on it. Also refering to the questions designed
in [3], three kinds of questions are considered in the dataset:
EXISTENCE, COUNTING, and SPATIAL questions. The
questions are asked following the templates in TABLE II.
The {OBJ} are filled up with specific object classes in Fig.
3.
These templates cover a wide variety of situations, requiring
different degrees of active interaction between the robot and
its environment. For the EXISTENCE questions, multiple
manipulation actions from the robot may be required to
get the answer, as the robot has to actively explore the
entire table surface should the object be not immediately
visible on initiation. Besides, COUNTING questions would
even necessitate the robot having a memory, in order not to
double count a query object. For the SPATIAL questions,
we mainly consider the six objects in Group II, which are
possible to occlude some small objects in reality. Since there
are 20 classes of objects and 3 types of questions, we can
have altogether 20 EXISTENCE questions, 20 COUNTING
questions and 6 SPATIAL questions. The answer to each
question is automatically generated corresponding to the
generated scene in the simulator from an oracle view.
TABLE II provides instances of the different question types.
Included nonetheless are additional question types beyond
the scope of the current discussion. These are shaded in light
gray.
TABLE II: Question templates.
EXISTENCE ’Is there a {OBJ} on the table?’
COUNTING ’How many {OBJ TYPE} are there on the table?’
SPATIAL ’What is under the {OBJ} ?’
COLOR ’What {COLOR} is {OBJ}?’
COMPOSITE ’Is there a {COLOR} {OBJ} on the table?’
COMPOSITE ’How many {COLOR} objects are there on the table?’
C. Scene Generation
1) Initial Scene Generation: To ensure the generalisability
of the learnt strategy, scenes are made as diverse as possible.
A total of 10 different tables in the simulator are used. For
each table, we randomly select 20 object instances out of all
objects for 20 iterations. For each iteration, the selected 20
objects are placed randomly on the tabletop. We then further
manually fine-tune the positions of the objects to make the
arrangement more closely approximate real life scenarios. A
base scene is thus obtained.
Next, we generate initial scene from the base scene. This
involves adjusting the configurations of each base scene into
three difficulty levels, namely easy, medium, and hard levels.
The more small objects from Group I are occluded by the
large objects from Group II, the more complicated the scene
is. In the easy level, a third of the small objects from Group
I in the selected 20 objects are occluded by large objects
from Group II; in the medium level, two thirds of the small
objects from Group I are occluded; in the hard level, all small
objects are occluded. Therefore, 3 initial scenes are produced
for each base scene after the adjustment and altogether 600
initial scenes are generated for 10 tables with 20 iterations.
Fig. 4: Some samples of the initial scenes.
To occlude a small object, we randomly choose an existing
small object from Group I and place it under any existing
large object from Group II. A large object may occlude
(a) answers to EXISTENCE questions (b) answers to COUNTING questions (c) answers to SPATIAL questions
Fig. 5: The analysis of the answers to different questions.
(a) EXISTENCE questions (b) COUNTING questions (c) SPATIAL questions
Fig. 6: Query objects for different questions.
TABLE III: Dataset split and question distribution.
EXISTENCE COUNTING SPATIAL Total
Train 4080 4080 2040 10200
Test 720 720 360 1800
Total 4800 4800 2400 12000
several small objects. Fig. 4 contains some examples of the
generated initial scenes.
2) Successive Scene Generation: Given an initial scene,
a question is asked and then the robot actively explores the
scene to find the answer. The initial scene may be changed
after this exploration step (e.g. if the robot moves an object
away), resulting in a different successive scene. Subsequent
questions might keep on being asked with respect to the
successive scene. In this fashion, successive scenes will be
generated iteratively by the the questions being continuously
asked.
For each initial scene, a question list with 20 questions
are randomly selected, which is composed of 8 out of 20
EXISTENCE questions, 8 out of 20 COUNTING questions
and 4 out of 6 SPATIAL questions. These question are asked
in a random order to create the successive scenes.
IV. DATASET ANALYSIS
The constructed MQA dataset is composed of 600 initial
scenes and 12000 successive scenes and question-answer
pairs. The dataset is split with a train:test ratio of 85:15. A
detailed dataset split and question distribution is illustrated
in TABLE III.
A. Question-Answer Balance Analysis
The scenes and questions are designed to closely mimic
the tabletop scenarios in real life.
For the EXISTENCE questions, we tend to query more
small objects from Group I as the small objects are more likely
to be occluded and encourage more robotic manipulation.
Therefore, among all the 4800 EXISTENCE questions, 1917
query objects are small objects from Group I with 1699
positive answers, and the other 2883 questions are for other
query objects with 1853 positive answers. (see Fig. 5(a))
For the 4800 COUNTING questions in the dataset, the
answer to the COUNTING question ranges from 0 to 5. The
distribution of the answers to the COUNTING question can
be seen in Fig. 5(b). Most answers are between 0 to 3, which
is in line with our real life experience.
There are altogether 2400 SPATIAL questions, among
which 1850 corresponding answers are “nothing”, 437 an-
swers are small objects from Group I, and 113 are other
objects. It is common for small objects to be covered by
larger objects on the tabletop in real life. The distribution
of answers is different for different objects. The answers of
SPATIAL questions about PC, book and box are less likely
to be nothing and the answers of SPATIAL questions about
calculator are more likely to be nothing. (see Fig. 5(c)).
B. Query Objects Analysis
On the other hand, we also aim to query the appropriate
objects for each question type. Our analysis below breaks
down the number of times each object class gets queried by
each question type.
For the EXISTENCE and COUNTING questions, it can be
seen from Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) that objects in Group I are
targeted more often than other objects. The query probabilities
for objects in the same group are approximately equal.
For the SPATIAL questions, book, PC, keyboard, calculator,
milk, and box are targeted. Again, the probability of each
object being queried is approximately equal, as shown in Fig.
6(c).
V. MQA MODEL
A. Model Architecture
As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the proposed MQA model is
composed of 3 modules, the semantic visual understanding
module, manipulation planning module and question answer-
ing module. In the semantic visual understanding module,
both the RGB and depth images are used to calculate a
semantic heatmap. Then, the manipulation planning module
is employed to generate a series of manipulation actions to
guide the manipulator to explore the tabletop. Finally, with
the initial image and the image obtained after the exploration,
the question answering module outputs the answer to the
question.
1) Semantic Visual Understanding: Considering the com-
plexity of the cluttered tabletop, it is difficult to tell if there
are some small objects covered by large objects from RGB
images alone. Thus a semantic heatmap, calculated from both
the RGB and depth images, is incorporated to provide a better
semantic visual understanding of the tabletop. This heatmap
is able to indicate the probability over all object classes on
a pixel level, which is especially helpful in situations where
occlusion occurs.
To obtain the heatmap, both the RGB and depth images
of the tabletop are fed into to the HeatmapCNN network in
parallel. We use the Resnet101 architecture pretrained on the
ImageNet dataset as the backbone of the HeatmapCNN. The
FC layer of the Resnet101 is replaced with a convolutional
layer to output the semantic heatmap H . The heatmap
obtained has a size of 32 × 32 × 20, where each layer
represents the distribution of each class and the value of
each point represents the existence probability of that object
at that position. The proposed HeatmapCNN is trained with a
dataset consisting of 1000 annotated RGB and corresponding
depth images.
2) Manipulation Planning: A GRU model is used to
implement the manipulation planning module. The model
generates a new action to explore the tabletop given the
question (Q), visual input (v) and the manipulator’s last
action (a) and position (p).
at, ht ← GRUPLNR(ht−1, at−1, pt−1, v,Q)
where h is the hidden state.
Visual encoding: Inspired by [3], we also encode the
RGB image I obtained from the Kinect camera with
a CNN network, which has a structure of 4 {5 ×
5Conv,ReLU,BatchNorm, 2 × 2MaxPool} blocks, pro-
ducing an embedded vector f(I), where f(·) represents
the function learnt by the CNN. It is noted that the CNN
model has been pretrained under a multi-task pixel-to-pixel
prediction framework. Together with the semantic heatmap
H , the visual encoding of the manipulation planner is denotes
as
v = [H; f(I)]
Action encoding: Encoding all possible actions would lead
to an infeasibly large action space. To limit the dimension
of the action space, 10 action primitives are selected instead,
denoted as A = {Start, x+, x + +, x−, x − −, y+, y +
+, y−, y−−, Stop}. For an input image with a size of n×n;
the action primitive ”++” represents a large step (n/10 pixel)
in the positive direction, while ”+” represents a small step
(n/100 pixel); ”−−” represents a large step (n/10 pixel)
in the negative direction, while ”−” represents a small step
(n/100 pixel). The action can be implemented both in x or
y direction. In this way, we can reduce the number of action
space with a satisfying accuracy. With action a ∈ A, we can
obtain the position p of the manipulator easily using forward
kinematics.
Question encoding: The natural language questions are
encoded as Q with 2-layer LSTMs with a 128-dim hidden
state.
3) Question Answering: The question answering module
will be executed when a Stop action or a maximum number of
action steps is achieved. We denote the RGB image captured
before the manipulation planning as Istart and the image after
planning as Istop. These two images are encoded as f(Istart)
and f(Istop). With the encoded question Q, it is possible to
calculate the image-question similarity between the question
and the two images respectively. These similarities can act as
attention weights to fuse the two image features. Then, the
attention-weighted image features combined with question
encoding Q are passed through a softmax classifier to predict
the answer to the question.
B. Imitation Learning
Since we have the ground truth answer to the questions in
any tabletop configuration, it is possible for us to obtain the
best action behavior for the robot to explore the scene. We
therefore adopt an imitation learning methodology to train
the robot to mimic the best action behavior.
At the same time, it is also important to define a metric
to evaluate whether the generated actions are suitable for the
robot to find the answer to the question. In this work, two
metrics are designed as follows.
1) Least Action Steps Metric: In the least action steps
metric, actions of the least steps are considered to be the
best. The action steps are generated according to the known
situations. For the EXISTENCE question, if the query object
does not exist, no action will be taken. Otherwise, conditioned
on whether the target object is occluded by others, the robot
will choose to take no action or remove one occluding object
with certain predefined action (e.g. push or suction) directly.
For the COUNTING question, the procedure is similar to the
EXISTENCE question, the only difference is that the robot
will remove all the occluding objects in order to count the
Fig. 7: The architecture of the proposed model.
number of the query object. For the SPATIAL question, the
robot will take no action if nothing is under the query object.
Otherwise, the robot will suction or push the query object
aside in order to find the answer.
2) Semantic Understanding Metric: In order to leverage
the semantic information from the heatmap, a semantic
understanding metric is designed. Since the heatmap is
able to provide the existence probability over all object
classes on a pixel level, given a target object OT , we can
obtain its most likely position (xT , yT ) in the image and the
corresponding existence probability Pexist. We manually set
an upper threshold Pupper and a lower threshold Plower. It
is noted that any other object of interest besides the target
object would be denoted OA. And the following situations
exist.
(a) Pexist ≤ Plower: OT is considered to be absent from the
tabletop scene.
(b) Pexist ≥ Pupper: OT is considered to exist and to be not
covered.
(c) Plower < Pexist < Pupper: OT is occluded. It should be
noted that manipulation is desired only in this case.
Then, we can formulate the best actions for each of the
three question types. Fig. 8 demonstrates an example to
intuitively illustrate the above three situations.
EXISTENCE question: For the target object OT and its
corresponding existence probability Pexist, if it accords with
situation (a) or (b), no action will be taken. Otherwise, it
accords with situation (c) and we consider that OT may be
occluded by some object. Then we find the OA which is most
likely to appear at this position (xT , yT ) from the heatmap.
If OA is indeed OT , no action will be taken. If not, OA
may be blocking OT . We run the same treatment on OA,
(a) not existing (b) occluded (c) not occluded
Fig. 8: The demonstration of the three situations. The target
objects are scissors.
obtaining its most likely position (xA, yA) near (xT , yT ) from
the heatmap. And then, the manipulator will go to position
(xA, yA) to push or suction OA for a further check.
COUNTING question: To count the number of the query
object OT , we need to add up all the instances of OT that
are directly visible or occluded on the desktop. The best
policy of action here is to uncover any occluded OT on the
desktop. We consider that any occluded OT would accords
with situation (c). We therefore find all (xT , yT ) for which
this condition holds true, and suctioning or pushing away
any unwanted OA at these locations. If no such location is
returned, no action is taken.
SPATIAL question: Physically, this would mean suction-
ing the target object to check what is underneath, or pushing
it beyond the occluded object. Given the target object OT
located at (xT , yT ), if OT can be suctioned away, the best
action is to suction OT at (xT , yT ). If not, we find the most
likely occluded object OA and its location (xA, yA). Then
the target object is pushed from (xT , yT ) to (xA, yA).
TABLE IV: Evaluation of different imitation learning metrics.
Answer Accuracy α
Easy Scenes Medium Scenes Hard Scenes
EXISTENCE COUNT SPATIAL EXISTENCE COUNT SPATIAL EXISTENCE COUNT SPATIAL
Least Action 0.800 0.358 0.825 0.762 0.467 0.800 0.796 0.462 0.800
Semantic Understanding 0.783 0.425 0.825 0.725 0.442 0.767 0.783 0.408 0.683
VI. EXPERIMENTS
This section is organised as follows. We first establish a
range of evaluative metrics in assessing each standalone action
model (i.e. least action metric and semantic understanding
metric) in subsection VI-A. The two standalone action models
are then compared according to these evaluative metrics
with respect to the three question types (subsection VI-B).
Lastly, we choose the preferred model, feed its output action
sequences into a QA module, and measure the accuracy
rate of the complete Manipulation QA on a test dataset
(subsection VI-C).
A. Evaluative Metrics
We use three evaluative metrics to measure the similarity
between the action output by the imitation learning metric and
the theoretical best policy. An additional evaluative metric is
used to assess the performance of the full QA setup.
1) Any action that leads to objects falling off the table is
deemed an invalid action. We keep track of the validity
rate γ of the action that our model outputs.
2) Another aspect of the action is its type. For example, if
both the output action from the learning metric and the
best policy are pushes, our output action is considered
right. We denote the rate that our actions match with
the best policy as τ .
3) Another metric, δ, measures the Euclidean distance
between the action output by our model and the best
action.
Each action, A, is represented by a 4D vector
A = (xs, ys, xe, ye)
where (xs, ys) is the start point of push action, and
(xe, ye) is the end point of push action. The suction
action has the same start and end points.
Distance δ is then computed as
δ =
‖Am −Ab‖√
wh ∗ √2
where Am is the action output by the action model, Ab
is best action that the model should imitate, w is the
width of the image, and h is its height. Division by
√
2
normalizes the distance between the suction points.
4) Last but not least, the performance of the full QA model
is gauged by its answer accuracy rate, α.
B. Imitation Learning Analysis
Since we are eventually most concerned with answer
accuracy α, we first choose the better imitation learning
metric based on α.
To do this, we effect the action output (limited to one
action only) by each action model (i.e. least action metric
and semantic understanding metric) on different scenes. The
resultant scenes after manipulation are then fed into a pre-
trained QA module to answer the questions. The more
powerful action model is the one that reduces the original
scene to a much simpler resultant scene, revealing all the
necessary information for the QA module to answer correctly.
This is to say the action model producing the higher α is
preferred.
The results are shown in TABLE IV. We find that there
is no significant difference in the accuracy of EXISTENCE
questions and SPATIAL questions across the difficulty spec-
trum. However, the semantic understanding metric struggles
with the COUNTING questions of higher difficulty levels.
This shows that while the semantic understanding metric is
capable of simplifying an easy scene, it could not unravel a
more complex scene with only one action step.
Most importantly, we note that α produced by least action
metric is generally higher than that of semantic understanding
metric. We therefore consider the former imitation learning
metric superior to the latter.
Although least action metric does generate desirable
outputs, its learning is rather problematic, as can be seen
from the low τ & γ metrics in the first row of TABLE V.
Take γ for instance - the low validity rate indicates that least
action gives many invalid actions.
To overcome this shortfall, we consider including heatmap
as an input to the least action metric. With reference to
TABLE V, we look at two variations of least action metric,
one with the input of heatmap and one without. The output
actions of both are compared with the best policy action.
TABLE V: Evaluation of variations of least action metric.
Evaluative metric τ δ γ
Least Action 0.76 0.52 0.88
Least Action + Heatmap 0.79 0.41 0.92
With the introduction of heatmap, we find that all the
evaluative metrics have been improved in the second variation
least action + heatmap. The higher γ at 0.92 shows that the
introduction of heatmap limits the action of model output
to a more reasonable range, so that objects are shoved off
the table less frequently. The improved τ and δ, at 0.79 and
0.41 respectively, indicate that the output action more closely
resembles the best policy action.
C. Combining Trained Action Model with QA Model
We now proceed to test our least action + heatmap model
on a test set consisting of 600 new questions and scenes.
Fig. 9: The result of the real experiment:The robot receives the question ”how many keys are there on the table?”. The robot
first thinks there may be a key under the box, so the robot sucks it away and finds a key. After sucking the box away, there
may be a key under the milk carton, so the robot pushes the milk carton away and finds no key. After two actions , the robot
concludes there is no need for action and outputs the answer 1.
First, we use our action model to generate up to 5 actions.
After the 5 actions have been effected on the scene by the
robot, the QA module will give an answer.
Differing from experiments discussed previously, we allow
up to 5 consecutive actions here. This explains how our
answering accuracy could sometimes be equal to or greater
than that of a single best policy action, even if individual
actions do not imitate the best action perfectly (TABLE VI).
We therefore also observe that increasing the number of
actions could increase α.
TABLE VI: Accuracy of the trained model on different
questions.
Question Type EXISTENCE COUNT SPATIAL Aggregate
α 0.80 0.52 0.76 0.68
We find that our system can give the correct QA answer
after the correct action (pushing or suctioning) for all three
questions types (Fig. 10). As the maximum number of
operations is 5 (the system will conclude that there is no
need for action within 5 actions), our system is efficient. This
comes as no huge surprise, since the imitation learning metric
aims for action efficiency. More information could be found
in https://dengyh16code.github.io/
D. Real experiment
We use UR5 robot, Kinect camera and real objects similar
to dataset to build the experimental scene, and transfer our
model from simulation to the real world directly. This is
possible because the output of the model is a path independent
of dynamics and the pictures in the simulation are similar to
the actual pictures.
Fig. 10: QA results in simulation environment.
The experimental results(Fig. 9) show that the model we
trained in the simulation experiment can be used in the actual
scene. The robot receives a question about the counting of
keys, and the robot can give a right answer after exploring
all places that the key may exist.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel task of Manipulation
Question Answering (MQA), where the robot implements the
question answering task by manipulation. We design both the
least action and semantic understanding metrics to guide the
manipulator to actively explore the desktop with an imitation
learning approach. A novel dataset which contains a variety of
desktop scenarios and corresponding question-answer pairs is
also established. Extensive experiments have been conducted
to demonstrate that with the learned policy, the robot is able
to generate proper actions to explore the desktop in order to
find the answer to the given question.
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